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Abstract Receiver ghosts attenuate marine seismic reflection data at harmonic fre-7

quencies that depend on the propagation angle and the streamer depth below the sea8

surface. The resulting loss of bandwidth is one of the major factors hampering seis-9

mic resolution. In near-surface and legacy multi-channel data, receivers depth is often10

unknown and may vary significantly both along the streamer length and during the11

survey, making frequency-slowness deghosting techniques unsuitable. In this work,12

we present a method for the attenuation of receiver ghost reflections in data with an13

arbitrary streamer depth profile varying during the survey. For each trace, a different14

deghosting operator is estimated and applied at different two-way-time windows, in15

order to account for depth-dependent changes in reflection angles. The ghost null fre-16

quencies are picked on the time-varying power spectrum via an automatic algorithm,17

guided by a user-dependent a priori function, and optimised to respect the harmonics’18

periodicity. The power of the inverse filter is adjusted by adaptively damping abnor-19

mal amplitudes in the deghosted spectra. The algorithm is applied to high-resolution20

(GI-gun, 20-400 Hz) and ultra-high-resolution (Sparker, 0.2-3.0 kHz) multi-channel21

datasets, yielding an excellent bandwidth recovery and gain in resolution in the fi-22

nal stacks. Limited computing time and straightforward application make the method23

widely applicable and cost-effective.24
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1 Introduction27

Maximising the frequency bandwidth of recorded seismic reflection data is instru-28

mental to obtaining optimal resolution and penetration depth within the inherent lim-29

itations of source and receiver antennas. One of the main factors hampering seismic30

resolution, therefore compromising the interpretability of the subsurface imaging, is31

the presence of ghost reflections in the recorded wavefield (e.g., Aytun, 1999; Bai32

et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2015).33

A ghost reflection originates at the sea-surface and interferes with the primary34

up-going wavefield (Fig. 1), producing notches in the recorded frequency spectrum35

at harmonics whose fundamental is equal to the reciprocal of the relative time delay36

(Aytun, 1999; Yilmaz, 2012). The resulting loss of bandwidth depends on the acqui-37

sition setting, namely, the deeper the receiver below the sea surface and the narrower38

the reflection angle, the longer the time delay and the lower the fundamental ghost39

notch frequency. If the time delay is longer than the wavelet duration, commonly in40

very-high-frequency seismic data, the receiver ghost may also appear in the time-41

offset domain as a separate arrival with opposite polarity (e.g., Provenzano et al.,42

2018).43

The cartoon in Fig. 1 shows that up-going plane wavefronts reflected at the seafloor44

interfere with their ghosts at time delays depending both on the receiver depth and the45

source-receiver offset. Furthermore, for each source-receiver offset, reflections orig-46

inating at interfaces deeper than the seafloor interfere with their ghosts at a longer47

time delay, by virtue of a narrower reflection angle, and hence their bandwidth is at-48

tenuated at harmonics of a lower fundamental frequency (Aytun, 1999). Though not49

shown in Fig. 1, wavefronts propagating upwards from the source can similarly be50

reflected off the sea-surface, thereby generating source-side ghost reflections (e.g.,51

Kluesner et al. , 2018). In particular, this paper focusses on the attenuation of the52

receiver-side ghosts when the receivers depth is unknown, non-homogeneous across53

the streamer and non-constant during acquisition.54

Carefully designed acquisition geometries can in principle minimise the loss of55

bandwidth determined by the presence of ghost reflections (e.g., Zhang and Liu,56

2018). For example, slanted streamer geometries increase the post-stack bandwidth57

by diversifying the ghost notch frequencies over the offset range (Soubaras and Dowle,58

2010). Simultaneous over-under acquisitions combine two streamers towed at dif-59

ferent depths, to fill in the respective ghost notches (Özdemir et al., 2008). Multi-60

component streamer, on the other hand, combine velocimeters and hydrophones (Carl-61

son, 2007) exploiting the different polarities of particle-velocity and pressure re-62

flected at the sea-surface (Yilmaz, 2012).63

If receiver depth is uniform across the streamer length, single-component hy-64

drophone data can be deghosted by means of an inverse filter in the plane wave do-65

main (Aytun, 1999), which can be modified to be applied to data acquired with slanted66

streamers (e.g., Masoomzadeh et al., 2013; Vrolijk and Blacquiere, 2017). More67

complex streamer geometries, e.g. curved streamers with tail-buoys (Fig. 1), make68

the relationship between horizontal slowness and ghost notch frequency channel-69

dependent. In such cases, ghost attenuation requires more complex frequency-domain70

strategies (Masoomzadeh et al., 2015; Zhang and Masoomzadeh, 2018), wavefield71
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extrapolation and inversion approaches (Wang et al., 2017; Sun and Verschuur, 2018),72

or deghosting by joint deconvolution of mirror migrated images (Soubaras, 2010;73

Beasley et al., 2013).74

High-resolution scientific or engineering-scale seismic acquisitions, are often sin-75

gle component and with little control on the streamer position at depth (Pinson et al.,76

2008; Provenzano et al., 2017); partially because of budget limitations, but also since77

depth-controllers may introduce significant levels of noise in short streamer (≤20078

m) high-frequency (102−103 Hz) data. This prevents the effective application of both79

acquisition-based and frequency-slowness methods.80

Here we propose a novel time-frequency-offset domain approach for the attenua-81

tion of the receiver ghost in data with arbitrarily complex streamer depth profile, in the82

general case in which the latter is unknown and varies during the survey. The method-83

ology has been developed using multi-channel high-resolution (GI-gun, 20-400 Hz)84

and ultra-high-resolution (Sparker, 0.2-3.0 kHz) 2D seismic reflection data. We will85

show that the proposed methodology increases the seismic resolution, improving the86

quality of velocity analysis and the interpretability of the processed seismic data.87

2 Methodology88

In seismic data acquired with a flat streamer towed at depth zr below the sea surface,89

the time delay between a primary reflection and its ghost can be written as:90

∆ t = 2zrpcos(θ) (1)

where θ is the reflection angle and pcos(θ) yields the vertical component (pz) of91

the slowness vector p. In the frequency domain, the recorded seismogram R resulting92

from the interference between the primary P and the receiver ghost, will be attenuated93

at harmonics of f0 = 1/∆ t, according to the equation:94

R( f , pz) = P( f , pz)
(

1+ rsse
−i 2π f

f0(zr ,pz)
)

(2)

where rss is the sea surface reflection coefficient (see Appendix A for a derivation of95

Eq. 2). From Eq. 2, an inverse ghost filter can be designed in the frequency-slowness96

domain, or equivalently frequency-wavenumber, if the receiver depth and sea surface97

reflection coefficients are known and homogeneous. However, these conditions are98

often violated both as a consequence of the buoyancy characteristics of the streamer,99

and of changes in navigation condition e.g. sea currents and swell (Masoomzadeh100

et al., 2015) during data acquisition. Furthermore, the effective sea surface reflection101

coefficient may vary significantly due to the wave conditions (Blacquiere and Sertlek,102

2019).103

In the latter case, Eq. 2 is complicated by the variation of zr, and rss, as a function104

of the recorded channel. Therefore, a frequency-slowness operator is not sufficient to105

describe the interaction between primary and ghost reflections, as it would neglect106

that each plane wave identified by (p,θ , f ) is in fact recorded by each channel at a107

different depth. Furthermore, a frequency-offset approach would be inaccurate as it108

ignores the presence of different slowness components at each trace (e.g., Provenzano109
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et al., 2017). The methodology presented in this paper has been developed to address110

this issue in 2D multi-channel seismic reflection datasets acquired with an arbitrary111

streamer depth profile, e.g. curved as a result of the use of a tail-buoy (Fig. 1), which112

changes during acquisition, and particularly may vary by a significant fraction of a113

wavelength.114

In order to account for trace-by-trace variations in receiver depth and, for each115

trace, changes in the recorded propagation angle at different two-way traveltimes,116

a time-varying deghosting operator is estimated in the short-time Fourier transform117

domain (Zhivomirov, 2019). For each time window (tw) of each trace (τ), the ghost118

notch frequencies are picked automatically in the short-time power spectrum in the119

neighbourhood (±w) of an initial estimate (g(τ)). The latter can be picked at dec-120

imated shot locations on the amplitude spectrum of the data windowed around the121

seafloor reflection, and then smoothed and interpolated as a function of shot number122

and absolute offset. In the attempt to reduce the risk of mis-picks, the periodic nature123

of the ghost reflection is exploited, and a number (n) of harmonics of f0 are picked at124

integer multiples of g(τ).125

fn = argmin(||R( f , tw)||2)
∣∣
(n·g(τ)−w< f<n·g(τ)+w) (3)

The picks are then optimised by line-searching for the optimal fundamental frequency126

fopt , i.e. the f0 predicting the higher order harmonics with the lowest mean-square127

error128

fopt = argmin

(
1
N ∑

n
( fn−n · f0)

2

)
(4)

Note that we make no assumptions about the local receiver depth, nor on the dom-129

inant slowness at each time-window, but rather obtain a data-driven estimate of the130

optimal fundamental ghost notch frequency. This process can be summarised as a131

time-varying spectral whitening procedure consisting in two main stages:132

– A first step of ghost notch picking on a coarse grid, to reduce the search range of133

the optimised automatic picking.134

– A time-varying trace-by-trace automatic picking that updates the initial estimate135

of f0 to account for: (a) variations of the streamer depth during acquisition and136

(b) changes in the fundamental frequency at different two-way traveltime in the137

data.138

Finally, the equation for the inverse filter, for each time window in the recorded trace139

is:140

Pest( f , tw) =
R( f , tw)(

1+ rsse
−i 2π f

fopt (zr ,pz)
) (5)

Here, the sea surface is assumed to be a nearly-perfect reflector, with rss ' −1. In141

order to account for possible overestimation of rss, the power of the inverse filter is142

adjusted by multiplying Eq. 5 for a damping function, computed as:143

D( f , tw) =
|Pest( f , tw)|−1

|Pest( f , tw)|−1 +α
(6)
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where α is a user-dependent constant (Aster et al., 2005). Eq. 6 damps down anoma-144

lously high peaks in the amplitude spectrum of the output data that might result from145

over-deghosting, tending towards zero as |P( f , t)| increases, and approaching one (no146

damping) if |P( f , t)|<< α . Finally, the deghosted time-domain trace is obtained by147

inverse transformation of the short time Fourier transform (Zhivomirov, 2019), using148

a Hanning taper for each time window.149

2.1 Estimation of streamer depth for datuming150

The fundamental ghost-notch frequencies picked around the seafloor reflection are151

also valuable to estimate the receivers depth as a function of shot (s) and channel (c)152

number, for the purpose of accurate seismogram datuming. Eq. 2 can be rewritten for153

n harmonics as:154

fn(s,c) =
Vw

2zr(s,c)cos(θ(s,c))
(7)

where Vw is the p-wave velocity of sea-water, and θ can be approximated to the ratio155

of the seafloor reflection traveltime at the 1st and cth channel (t1/tc) (e.g., Pinson156

et al., 2008; Pinson, 2009).157

Eq. 7 can be linearly inverted for the reciprocal of zr (Provenzano et al., 2017),158

or more conveniently, for a polynomial approximation of the streamer depth profile159

function of channel number (c) and source number (s):160

zr(s,c) = ∑
l

(
∑

j
k j,l · s j

)
· cl (8)

where k j,l are the polynomial coefficients solution of the linear inverse problem. The161

polynomial approximation has the advantage over a trace-by-trace inversion of reduc-162

ing the number of unknowns to the polynomial order, therefore making the inverse163

problem for each shot well posed, even if only one harmonic per trace is used as in-164

put data (Menke, 1989). Furthermore, by filtering out high-spatial frequencies, it iso-165

lates the slowly varying component of the receiver ghost from the higher-frequency166

changes due to the local sea-surface conditions (Masoomzadeh et al., 2015).167

3 Application168

The method has been developed using a 2D survey, employing a GI-gun source (20-169

400 Hz, two elements of 160 cubic inches each) and a 120-channel streamer with170

group spacing equal to 1.56 m and absolute offset ranging from 40 to 230 m. Shot171

point spacing is equal to approximately 12 m, and common-depth-point (CDP) fold172

is between 20 and 30 traces in 2m bins.173

Ghost notch frequencies are picked every 25 shots and inverted for a 4th order174

two-dimensional polynomial function of channel and shot number (Eq. 8). In Fig. 2,175

example common shot gathers sampled at every 50 shots are plotted against the esti-176

mated streamer depth. Note that the latter is affected by the use of a tail-buoy (Fig. 1),177
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and that the variation of streamer depth along the survey line is significant with re-178

spect to the propagated wavelengths for the frequency band of interest (4-75 m),179

both within each gather and along the survey line. Before automatic picking is per-180

formed in the neighbourhood of the interpolated coarse-picks, data pre-processing is181

performed in order to remove sources of noise that might affect the filter parame-182

ter estimation: minimum phase bandpass frequency, frequency-wavenumber filtering183

within a range of plausible apparent wavenumbers, and seafloor multiple attenuation184

by gapped deconvolution (Yilmaz, 2012).185

A time-window of 60 ms, sliding with 30 ms overlap and zero-padded to achieve186

a 1Hz spectral resolution, is used for the short-time Fourier transform of each trace.187

The length of the window should be sufficient to include the primary and the ghost188

for each reflection, as well as short enough to capture the time-variation of the ghost189

notches. Fig. 3 shows for a time-window at different offsets the robustness of the au-190

tomatic picking procedure agains inaccuracies of the guide function. As long as the191

local minimum of the power spectrum is within the search window (in this case, 40192

Hz wide), the automatic picking (Eq. 3) is able to locate the fundamental ghost notch193

frequency and predict its higher order harmonics. The optimisation stage (Eq. 2) im-194

proves such prediction, producing cleaner offset-dependent null-frequency curves.195

This is shown with greater detail in Fig. 4, where two power spectra computed196

on different two-way-time windows of the same trace are compared. The auto-picker197

repositions the initial guide function frequencies yielding a better prediction of the198

higher-order notches. It is noteworthy that such update is of different magnitude for199

the shallow and deep spectra, the latter being affected by notches at lower frequencies,200

as predicted by Eq. 1 for narrower angle reflections. In Fig. 5, the average spectra for201

a raw and deghosted shot gather are compared. The broader and flatter frequency202

band of the deghosted seismogram is apparent; although the two time window are203

only 100 ms apart, the time-varying approach has a positive impact on bandwidth204

recovery in the deeper part compared to a simple frequency-offset deghosting.205

Finally, before transformation into the time-offset domain, data are filtered in206

frequency and dip using the same parameters as in the pre-processing stage, in or-207

der to attenuate possible deghosting artefacts. The impact of deghosting on the pre-208

stack dataset can be appreciated by comparing Figs. 6 and 7, both in time-offset and209

frequency-offset domains. In Fig. 7 the average power spectra overlays show a signif-210

icant gain in bandwidth between 180 and 400 Hz. The bandwidth recovery, and the211

correspondent attenuation of ghost reflections in the time-offset domain, improves212

the quality of semblance velocity analysis on cdp super-gathers (Fig. 8), allowing for213

a more robust and repeatable stacking velocity estimation.214

The combined effect of bandwidth recovery and more robust velocity analysis215

yields a higher quality stack final image (Fig. 9). Note how the low frequency ring-216

ing below the bright spots at CDP intervals 500-600, 1000-1500 and 2000-2300 has217

been eliminated, therefore improving the interpretability of the seismic image. The218

close-up in Fig. 10 highlights the increased sharpness of the deghosted stack image219

in a structurally complex interval, and shows how this corresponds to a broader post-220

stack bandwidth compared to the raw stack. In particular, the improved resolution221

allows us to interpret with greater confidence the geometry of the erosional uncon-222

formity between 0.3 and 0.4 s (CDPs 2900-3500), as well as providing a clearer223
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image of small scale reflectivity anomalies corresponding gas accumulation pockets224

within thin stratigraphic horizons (0.46-0.55 s, CDPs 2900-3600)225

The method has also been applied to an ultra-high-resolution sparker (0.2-3.0226

kHz) survey acquired with a similar streamer configuration in the same area. The227

source is an Applied Acoustics Squid-2000 Sparker operating at 1750 Joules with a228

shot spacing of 4m. The CDP fold ranges from 45 to 60 traces for a 1.5 m bin size.229

Pre-processing, in this case, included predictive deconvolution to attenuate the sec-230

ondary pulse of the sparker signature at ca. 1 ms (e.g., Kluesner et al. , 2018). In this231

dataset, due to the lack of frequencies lower than 0.2 kHz, in most channels the fun-232

damental ghost null frequency was below the noise level, and the auto-picker started233

at the second order harmonic; however, the broader bandwidth allowed us to intro-234

duce up to four higher order harmonics in the optimisation. In Fig. 11, the effect of235

de-ghosting is apparent in the attenuation of the seafloor ghost reflection, that shad-236

ows the true seismic stratigraphy between 0.21 and 0.22 ms twtt. This corresponds237

to a gain in post-stack bandwidth between 1.0 and 3.0 kHz and a generally flatter238

frequency response.239

4 Discussion240

The deghosting method presented in this paper has been demonstrated to be effective241

in two high-resolution datasets with unknown receivers depths and complex streamer242

geometry, in which standard frequency slowness techniques would not be applicable.243

The gain in seismic resolution produces a clearer velocity estimation, and a sharper,244

more interpretable final stack image.245

Pre-stack bandwidth recovery is more apparent than post-stack (Figs. 7 and 10),246

because stacking also attenuates ghosts in raw data by averaging traces acquired at247

different receiver depths (Soubaras and Dowle, 2010). However, unlike in conven-248

tional slanted streamer acquisitions, in these datasets ghost cancellation by stacking249

is only partial, since the streamer curvature induced by the tail-buoy reduces the range250

of ghost notch frequencies across the offset range (Fig. 1).251

In the sparker data example, the method effectively attenuates the seafloor ghost252

reflection (Fig, 11), though the bandwidth recovery is not as apparent as in the GI-253

gun case (Fig.10. This might be due to an imperfect attenuation of the sparker bubble254

pulse in the pre-processing stage, as a consequence of the non-repeatability of the255

primary-bubble delay hampering the effectiveness of predictive deconvolution; the256

associated frequency-domain notches constitute a source of error in the estimation257

of the receiver ghost fundamental frequency, and therefore the optimal deghosting258

operator.259

The time-varying approach relies on the simple assumption that each two-way-260

time window is dominated by arrivals with a specific apparent slowness, and that this261

variation is captured by the automatic ghost notch picking on the short-time power262

spectrum. This requires a careful choice of the sliding window size for the short-263

time Fourier transform. In complex subsurfaces, this assumption is violated by the264

presence of multi-path arrivals, converted and turning waves; in this scenario, the265

method could be applied to migrated common reflection point gathers (CRPs) rather266
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than to common shot gathers, in order to approximate a locally one-dimensional wave267

propagation.268

Compared to more complex methodologies, applicable regardless the wavefield269

complexity, such as deghosting by joint deconvolution of mirror migrated gathers270

(Soubaras, 2010), the proposed approach has the advantage of a low computational271

cost, since it requires only Fourier-domain operations. Furthermore, the shot-by-shot272

analysis can easily be parallelised, with dramatic scope for improvement of the com-273

puting cost.274

The requirements in terms of user-time are limited to the design of a guide-275

function for the auto-picker. In the examples presented here, a multi-channel picking276

every 25/30 shots was sufficient. The optimal grid spacing depends on the specific277

dataset, how variable the navigation conditions were during acquisition and, there-278

fore, how frequently the streamer geometry changes shot-by-shot. In principle, the279

longer the shot spacing and the rougher the sea conditions, the denser the guide280

function picking should be. However, as shown in section 3, the automatic picker281

is designed to be robust against inaccurate or noisy guide functions.282

A careful tuning of the damping factor in Eq.6 is necessary in order to attenuate283

artefacts arising from inaccurate values of the sea-surface reflection coefficients (rss).284

In this work, this is done by quality-checking the results at few selected shot gathers.285

Iterative estimation of an optimal value for rss (as in Provenzano et al., 2017) would286

improve the robustness of the method, while increasing sensibly its computing cost.287

Though the methodology has been developed for 2D streamer acquisitions, the288

impact of lateral streamer movements on the ghost notch frequencies can in principle289

be captured and corrected for by the trace-by-trace estimated deghosting operators,290

thereby extending the applicability to datasets with strong streamer feathering. How-291

ever, it is sensible to assume that vertical movements of streamer sections have a292

dominant effect on the relative time-delay between primary and ghost reflections.293

Under this assumption, as a by-product of the estimation of the optimal deghost-294

ing operator, an accurate streamer depth profile can be obtained and used for elevation295

corrections or wave-equation datuming. It is recommended that only the slowly vary-296

ing component of the estimated depths are used (e.g. by inverting for a polynomial297

approximation), so that high-frequency variations of the ghost notch frequencies, due298

to local changes in sea-surface conditions, are isolated from variations of streamer299

geometry during acquisition (Masoomzadeh et al., 2015).300

5 Conclusions301

In this paper, we have presented a novel deghosting method developed for 2D multi-302

channel data with unknown receiver depths and varying streamer depth profile. The303

main advantages of this technique are:304

1. It requires simple pre-processing, limited to bandpass and dip filtering305

2. It does not make assumptions about the apparent slowness and local receiver306

depth307

3. It automatically estimates the deghosting filters parameters with little user input308
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4. It is applicable to datasets where frequency-slowness/wavenumber deghosting is309

unsuitable due to non-constant, non-homogeneous receiver depths310

5. It produces as a by-product an accurate receiver elevation function that can be311

used for datuming312

The effectiveness of the proposed method has been demonstrated on two high-resolution313

seismic reflection datasets, in which frequency-wavenumber deghosting would have314

been inapplicable, showing the gain in pre-stack bandwidth and the improvement in315

the interpretability of the final stack images. This could be valuable for near-surface316

marine seismic acquisition with little control on the receiver streamer depth, as well317

as for the broadband re-processing of legacy seismic reflection data.318
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Fig. 1 Multi-channel 2D acquisition. Schematic view of the acquisition geometry for multi-channel seis-
mic reflection data with non-homogeneous receiver depth (zi, vertically exaggerated for clarity). Wave-
paths for two primaries (black solid line) and their ghosts (red solid line), and plane wavefronts (dashed
lines, same colour code). Power spectra for receivers 1 (grey) and 2 (blue) as they result from the inter-
ference between primary and ghost reflection. Note that the period of the ghost harmonics is lower for
receiver 1 as a result of the longer time delay between primary and ghost.

A Appendix: ghosts in time and frequency domain396

In this section we derive the expression for the recorded seismogram R as it result from the interaction397

between the primary and the downgoing field, and demonstrate that the power spectrum has notches at398

frequency multiples of the reciprocal of their time delay (Aytun, 1999). In the time domain, R can be399

expressed as the sum of the upgoing field P with a version of itself scaled by rss and delayed by ∆ t (Eq.1):400

R(t) = P(t)+ rssP(t +∆ t) (9)

401

In the frequency domain, exploiting the linearity of the Fourier transform and its time shifting property,402

we can write:403

R( f ) = P( f )
(

1+ rsse−i2π f ∆ t
)

(10)

We can now compute the energy spectrum by multiplying R( f ) and its complex conjugate. Once more404

exploiting the lineary of the Fourier transform, and using Euler equivalence between complex exponentials405

and trigonometric functions, we obtain:406

||R( f )||2 = ||P( f )||2(1+2rsscos(2π f ∆ t + r2
ss) (11)

The energy spectrum of the recorded signal amounts to the energy spectrum of the primary wavefield times407

a function whose minima are located at frequencies equal to integer multiples of 1/∆ t. These frequencies408

are the ghost notches loci (Eq.2), and depend on the receiver depth and the reflection angle of the primary409

wavefield (Eq.1).410
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Fig. 2 Data example: example GI-gun shot gathers and their streamer depths estimated by inverting the
ghost notch frequencies for a polynomial function of shot and channel number. Note that the inverted
streamer depth profiles for each shot (#k) captures the footprint of the tail-buoy (Fig. 1), as marked by a
red arrow in shot #50.

B Appendix: processing flow411

Processing flows used for both datasets are summarised in the flow chart in Fig. 12. Except for the time-412

frequency-offset deghosting presented in this paper, this is a fairly standard seismic processing flow for413

2D multi-channel seismic reflection data. Multiple attenuation is performed by a predictive deconvolution;414

spiking deconvolution is also implemented as a predictive deconvolution designed reduce the wavelet415

duration (Yilmaz, 2012).416
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Fig. 3 Robustness of auto-picker: frequency-offset amplitude spectra of a GI-gun shot gather (number
50 in Fig.2); for each panel, a different kind of perturbation is added to the guide function (blue). The
automatic picking (green) is robust to such inaccuracies, and the final optimisation (red) improves the
prediction of the second harmonic.
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Fig. 4 Picking optimisation at different two-way traveltime: GI-gun power spectra of twtt windows
centred at 0.2 ms (panel a) and 0.3 ms (panel b) for the same seismic trace; despite the short time delay, the
ghost notch frequencies differ significantly as a result of the different reflection angles; the automatic pick-
ing (green) updates the guide function value (blue) and then optimises f0 to predict the higher harmonics
(red)
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Fig. 5 Impact of time-varying deghosting: Raw (a) vs Deghosted (b) power spectra for a GI-gun shot
gather at windows centred at 0.2 ms and 0.3 ms; in panel a) the change in ghost notch frequency between
the two time windows is apparent; in panel b) deghosting performed with the time-varying automatic filter
estimation shows improved bandwidth recovery.
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Fig. 6 Raw shots: three example GI-gun common shot gathers before deghosting; pre-processing consists
in wave-equation datuming, bandpass and dip filtering; frequency-offset power spectra show at least three
orders of ghost notches ( f0 to f2).
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Fig. 7 Deghosted shots: three example GI-gun common shot gathers (same as in Fig.6) after deghosting;
pre-processing consists in wave-equation datuming, bandpass and dip filtering; note the bandwidth recov-
ery in the frequency-offset power spectra and in the deghosted average power spectra overlaid to the raw
ones.
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Fig. 8 Impact of deghosting on velocity analysis: semblance velocity analysis of GI-gun data, before
deghosting (panel a) shows broader coherency maxima and secondary peaks; after deghosting (panel b)
stacking velocity estimation is more precise. Semblance values for the two panels are normalised to one.
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Fig. 9 Post-stack effect of deghosting, GI-gun: seismic imaging after deghosting (panel b) is sharper
and easier to interpret than the raw stack (panel a).

Fig. 10 Post-stack detail and power spectra, GI-gun: example close-up showing the increase in seismic
resolution and the correspondent broader post-stack bandwidth
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Fig. 11 Post-stack effect of deghosting, Sparker: seismic imaging after deghosting (panel b) benefits
from the attenuation of the seafloor ghost reflection, that in the raw stack (panel a) creates ambiguities in
the interpretation of shallow small scale layering (e.g. at the locations marked by the red arrows). This
corresponds to a broader power spectrum with a flatter response between 0.2 and 0.5 kHz and higher
magnitude between 0.9 and 2.5 kHz (panel c)
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Fig. 12 Multi-channel processing flow for GI-gun and Sparker multichannel reflection data. This
is a standard seismic processing flow for 2D multi-channel seismic reflection data, integrated with the
time-frequency-offset deghosting presented in this paper.


